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Never forget the merit of the Red Army and the Soviet people in the defeat of 
the fascist danger

The  27  January  is  celebrated  throughout  the  world  the  liberation  of  the  Nazi  death  camp 
Auschwitz by the Red Army in 1945. This year the International Federation of Resistance Fighters 
(FIR) - Association of Anti-Fascists reminds on another date: The 2 February 2013 marks the 70th  
anniversary of the world-historical victory of the Red Army at Stalingrad. On this day surrendered  
the German 6th Army under Field Marshal Paulus and their allies to the associations of the 62nd 
and 64th Red Army under General Zhukov. This victory was no doubt the military turning point in  
World War II.

The imperialist war instigated by German fascism aimed from the outset to murder, exploitation, 
oppression and destruction. Coventry, Rotterdam, Warsaw and Belgrade are the symbols of the 
air  terror  that  the  Wehrmacht  wore  on  European  cities.  Auschwitz,  Buchenwald,  Majdanek, 
Sobibor  have  been  engraved  in  the  memory  of  mankind  as  places  where  the  policy  of  
extermination of German fascism took place. Babi Yar, Oradour, Lidice are sites of fascist murders 
that need no explanation.

The battle of Stalingrad represented the other hand a historical turning point in the fight of the anti-
Hitler coalition with the expansionist requirement of German fascism.
From a military aspect here for the first time the fascist advance was stopped and the "unconquer-
able" Wehrmacht had to accept a destroying defeat. 
For the resistance movement in all occupied countries and in Germany symbolized the battle of 
Stalingrad the coming defeat  of  fascism. The men and women in the resistance drew from it  
strength, motivation and optimism for the continuation of their anti-fascist struggle.

The Battle of Stalingrad was won thanks to the fortitude and heroism of Soviet troops and the 
population. We remember the dead and to remember all those who have fought with their lives  
and health for the liberation of their country from the fascist occupation and the destruction of the  
fascist beast. In the city of Volgograd today remember more than 200 places on this story. The  
FIR greets the residents of the city and thank them for the preservation of memories.

For all anti-fascist organizations remains the victory of Stalingrad a memorial day. We combine our 
gratitude to the fighter with the promise to pass this memory to the today's generations. 

Internationale Föderation der Widerstandskämpfer (FIR) – Bund der Antifaschisten
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FIR President at the congress of the World Veterans Federation (FMAC) in 
Jordan

To underline the common interests of our international federations in the past years representat-
ives of FIR and FMAC took part at the congresses of the other federation. So it was consequent  
that Vilmos Hanti as president of FIR represented not only his Hungarian federation but also FIR  
at the XXV congress of FMAC in Jordan. Following his report: 
“The substantive work has started also in the conference room. In my speech, on behalf of FIR 
and MEASZ, I repeated my thoughts delivered in October at the Congress of the International  
Movement of Human Rights in Strasbourg, namely that in some countries during the last two years 
the Antifascist position was worsened. We cannot stand that the thoughts of rancorous people can 
spread freely without any resistance and have it become common in our everyday life. Fascism is 
not an opinion but a crime. The democratic institutions should be cleared from the extreme right  
wing, and we should act against the falsification of history. We should do this relying on the moral 
basis of the heroic deeds of the former antifascist resistance fighters. Anti-fascism is not a ques-
tion of political sides (right or left) but a humanist way of life. Standing up against fascism is not  
only the goal for antifascist organizations, but instead every humanist organization and person 
should take part,  like the prestigious WVF does. I  congratulated the initiative of the Bulgarian 
member organization which drew the attention of the participants that WVF should worthy com-
memorate the approaching 70th anniversary of the big antifascist victory in 1945, because the vic-
tory in the World War II was a vital event for the whole world. The days of the congress also gave 
opportunity to meet each other and to share our views. After delivering my speech, it seemed to 
me that more people approached to us with greater interest and I considered it as a good sign. We 
easily found the common tone with the leaders of the Serbian member organization SUBNOR, 
since we worked together within FIR, our thoughts are almost identical.” 

Vilmos Hanti and other delegates at the WVF – congress



Vilmos Hanti visited FIR – member federations in Israel und Cyprus

Following the Congress of the FMAC Vilmos Hanti visited FIR member organizations in Israel and 
Cyprus. He first met with the member of the honorary presidency Baruch Shub, president of the  
"Organization of Partisans, Underground Fighters and Ghetto Rebels". Together they visited other 
veterans  organizations  and  anti-fascist  organizations  in  Israel.  Yad  Vashem also  was  on  the 
program. On behalf of the Association of Hungarian Antifascists (MEASZ) Vilmos Hanti signed a 
cooperation agreement, which could be a model for other FIR member associations.

Baruch Shub, Vilmos Hanti and Roman Jagiell – together with a translator

Visiting the memorial place Latrun 

Visiting Latrum nearby Jerusalem in a military memorial. Two years ago at this point started the 
construction of a museum to the anti-fascist resistance, which commemorates the Jewish soldiers 
and resistance fighters during the Second World War in many countries of the world. This is an 
excellent initiative of our Israeli member federation. It is known that many Jews fought for peace,  
but they often had to hide and could not disclose their identity.



On December 5, Vilmos Hanti reached Cyprus where he I am participated at the 26th Congress of  
the largest  trade union PEO. The unions and the anti-fascist  movements are natural  allies.  If 
unions  do  not  consistently  uphold  the  interests  of  the  workers,  the  workers  are  increasingly 
impoverished, see no future and can easily drift into the arms of populists and extreme right. 

Together with the delegates of the Congress of Trade Unions Vilmos Hanti got the opportunity to  
meet  with  the  acting  President  of  the  Republic  of  Cyprus,  which  he  met  four  years  ago,  to 
exchange ideas. It was a cordial conversation. 

Meeting with Cyprus president Dimitris Hristofias 

At the same time Vilmos Hanti used his stay in Cyprus for an encounter with the FIR - member  
federation of the Alliance of Cypriot patriots of World War II. 

In the office of the Cyprus veteran organization. 



There is nothing golden in this Golden Dawn

Some of us refer to as diaspora Greeks, others as Third generation of migrant workers, for some, 
we are strangers. Some were born here, others have just unpacked their bags and others dream 
of returning it. We regularly go to Greece, where we have family, friends, relationships and jobs.  
Our biographies, music, theater, literature, and the memories we share the common sense world.

We are appalled by the daily increasing brutality and racist attacks of the neo-Nazi Chrysi Avgi, 
the so-called Golden Dawn. In our daily lives we were used to talk about racism and violence,  
which we experience as immigrants in Germany, and how we can behave on this. We will never  
forget the images of the attacks of neo-Nazis on migrants and refugees 1992 in Rostock where 
onlookers applauded and the police looked on helplessly while all of this was broadcast live on 
television. If the society closes its eyes to such phenomena, it is no wonder then that neo-Nazi  
organizations, such as the NSU, feel encouraged killing migrants? And it does not wonder what 
recently came out about the involvement of the secret service?

It  hits  us and makes us angry at  the same time that  similar  events in  Greece have become 
commonplace. Meanwhile there the Nazis of Chrysi Avgi, even under the eyes of police, strike  
unhindered.  We cannot  believe it  that  in  a  country,  where  fascism hundreds of  thousands of  
victims and wounds left,  criminal  neo-Nazis  elected as deputies  of  their  party  were  given on 
television  a  staging  and  one  meet  them  with  cowardice  and  it  is  obviously  more  than 
underestimated these. It seems even more frightening the fact that neo-Nazis under the pretext of 
"purely patriotic” intentions deceived the Greek society and now have the legitimacy to terrorize  
this with violence.

How much the economic crisis, the destroying of social structures, the contempt of the institutions, 
the migration policies in Greece and Europe have contributed to the rise of Chrysi  Avgi? It  is  
certain that. In this crisis, which is so painful for Greece, both the policies of Germany, as well as 
the  implementation  of  desperate  austerity  measures  played  an  important  role.  The  fear,  the 
depression and economic problems of many people have become existentially and threaten daily  
human dignity. The economic crisis pushes the crisis of democracy.

Fortunately,  there are people who have the courage to fight back and prevent  violent  attacks 
against their fellow citizens. It is important that such acts be imitated. No society can be free, if it 
allows that people are at risk because they are due to their origin, their thoughts, their gender,  
differ. Today the "others", tomorrow we, you, me. Fascism is not an opinion but a crime.

Nothing is golden at this dawn.

That is why we say NO to Chrysi Avgi, and at any Chrysi Avgi.



PEAEA-DSE denounces:
The anticommunist practice of the local council of the village “Beloyannis”

The Panhellenic  Association  of  National  Resistance  Fighters  and  of  the  Democratic  Army  of  Greece 
(PEAEA-DSE) representing thousands of men and women of the National Resistance, as well as of the 
heroic fighters of the Democratic Army of Greece, many thousands of whom have been hosted as refugees 
in socialist Hungary, where they set up right from its fundaments the historical village “Beloyannis”, well-
known all  over  the world,  setting up families  and considering Hungary as their  second homeland,  de-
nounces 
the unacceptable decision recently taken by the local council of the village “Beloyannis” following a propos-
al of one of the members of the council belonging to the JOBBIK group (a fascist formation in Hungary in 
the style of the “§Golden Dawn”) with 4 votes in favor and 1 against in order to remove the monument, 
which the Greek inhabitants of the village had made as a dedication to the Soviet soldiers, who lost their 
live fighting for the liberation of Hungary and to put in its place a stone … … honouring the contra-revolu-
tion of 1956. 
PEAEA-DSE is on the side of the major of the village, Kostas Papalexis, of the Greek political refugees-in-
habitants, as well  as of the Society of Friends of the KKE of Hungary,  who turned down this reaction-
ary-anticommunist decision through by standing up and intervening immediately. 
PEAEA-DSE denounces as well the efforts of the Hungarian Parliament, which in the framework of the re-
actionary anticommunist imperialist EU and the anticommunist decisions of the Council of Europe is trying 
to institutionalize decrees on pursuing communist ideology and the antifascist victory of the peoples by des-
troying monuments and deleting names of streets and symbols, that remind of the time of socialism. On the 
basis of these decrees they even might touch the name of the village “Beloyannis”. 
PEAEA-DSE calls the militants of the National Resistance and of the DSE, all political refugees and their  
families, all young migrants, the inhabitants of the village “Beloyannis” to stay alert against the anticommun-
ist attacks, against state anticommunism, against the dirty role of the bourgeois political parties, but of the 
fascist groups as well, as the JOBBIK in Hungary and the Golden Dawn in Greece. We call them not to al-
low such an unhistorical monstrous deed to happen. To protect their roots, their history and their struggle 
today against the efforts of capital, which carries out barbarian attacks in Greece as well as in Hungary, to 
take their heritage away. 
We call them to hit this barbarity of anticommunism, which is targeting the memory of the socialist society,  
people have known in previous years. 
The effort of bourgeois forces, of fascist groups to delete this memory from the mind of the people, will not  
succeed. 

Open letter of MEASZ to the Hungarian political representatives 

End of October MEASZ send an open letter to political representatives in which it denounces the attempts 
of the extreme right ideology and historical revisionism especially the glorification of the Horthy-Regime. On 
the other hand MEASZ experiences political attacks against its own tasks and organization. 

Political circles want to make a morally and financially impossible situation for the MEASZ, which  
stands up against the far-right. The present government is not willing to provide assistance to the 
organization, and even László Kövér, the Speaker of the Hungarian parliament prohibited to carry 
on the handing out ceremony of the Miklós Radnóti Anti-Racism Award in the parliament building, 
which was accustomed to be done every time since the creation of this prize 12 years ago. To 
justify his step, he wrote that he disagrees with the practice of democracy by MEASZ. The anti-
fascist movements are honoured and recognized organizations all over the world. Unfortunately in 
our homeland the judgement of MEASZ profoundly changed during the last two years. 
According  to  the  above  mentioned  facts  the  Presidency  of  MEASZ  respectfully  requests  the 
Supreme Dignitaries of our homeland to act more decisively and consistently against the far-right  
tendencies. Do not let the paramilitary groups disturb our peaceful life and intimidate us! 
MEASZ  firmly  rejects  all  groundless  accusations!  We  request  the  government  to  change  its 
refusing stance against the MEASZ and on the ground of previous practice to recognize its raison 
d'être.  We  also  request  the  support  of  our  work  in  a  similar  extent  to  other  civil  society 
organizations.  We  claim  that  the  Radnóti  Anti-Racism  Award  ceremony  should  be  held 
continuously in the Hungarian Parliament. 



Michel Vanderborght Award

As reported several times, FIR donates an award for anti-fascist and civil society initiatives and 
individuals who are socially involved in the tasks and sense of the concern of the FIR in different 
countries.  The award  ceremony is  related  to  a larger  event  in  the anti-fascist  sense.  Thus it  
provides to hold the first ceremony this summer in Brussels in connection with the opening of the  
international exhibition "European resistance against Nazi fascism."

As an example of one of those initiatives that we want to distinguish the Michel Vanderborght 
Award the German-Russian initiative KONTAKTE - KOHTAKTbI should be short presented. For 
many years this social  club takes care for the fate of the former prisoners of war  and forced 
laborers from countries of the former Soviet Union. Even before the debate on the forced labor 
compensation in Germany in the early turn of the century the club used to contact the people who 
have not received compensation for the injustice suffered.

With money and other support former POWs and forced laborers were given assistance to enable 
them to have a decent life in old age. For seven years now, the association also publishes so-
called "Friday Letters" - letters of former survivors who reported their fate of persecution, their  
contribution to the anti-fascist struggle, but also of the hardships of their daily lives. These letters - 
usually written in Russian - will be translated and sent to a wide range of interested parties. This  
makes it possible to keep the memory of the fate of these survivors in the social consciousness  
awake.

KONTAKTE-KOHTAKTbI – The example of successful work for the interests of 
survivors

323rd Friday letter (dated October 2012)
Belarus, Minsk, Boris Antonovich Popov
Open letter to the Chancellor of the Federal Republic of Germany

Dear Dr. Merkel,
I am writing to you as a survivor of the greatest war crime that knows the history, the three millions 
of my comrades were killed. To report it, I was invited to the club KONTAKTE-KOHTAKTbI and 
the Free University of Berlin as a witness.
I was a Red Army soldier captured shortly after the start of the German war of annihilation against  
my country and came first to a camp near Minsk. We were there a hundred thousand prisoners of 
war given the starvation. I survived by a fluke. Then I came into a military camp near Gomel, in the  
absence of hygienic minimum standards a typhus epidemic was raging. I  was one of the few 
survivors who were brought to Germany in spring 1942. The Board now corresponded to the 
minimum to ensure the ability to work. But again, we were abused as "sub-humans." We were 
prisoners of war by the state, but in fact we were the victims of racist Nazi ideology that denied the 
right to exist.
When it was announced that the Germany "forced labor compensation" pay off, even as many of  
my friends I made a proposal that was rejected with reference to a bill adopted by the Bundestag. 
We have previously offended by Stalin accused of being traitors, shocked us now disregard by the 
German Bundestag. It amazes us survivors that your government announces a responsibility to all  
victims of Nazi tyranny - but this is compared to those denied, the next European Jews has the 
greatest number of victims. The non-recognition of injustice keeps wounds open permanently. ...  
Millions of families in countries of the former Soviet Union have to mourn relatives who lie in 
unmarked mass graves in front of the former "Russian camps" of the Armed Forces. Even for  
them, not only for the dwindling number of survivors, it would be a delayed gratification and had 
beneficial  effects,  if  your  government  can  be  committed  to  the  recognition  of  injustice  and 
recognize over the former Soviet prisoner’s humanity.
Yours faithfully
B. Popov



Italian fascists celebrated the 90th Anniversary of the "March on Rome"

End of October 2012 gathered in the small town of Predappio in the Emilia Romagna region of 
thousands of followers of former Italian dictator Benito Mussolini. Predappio is the birthplace of 
Mussolini.  In  1957,  the  former  dictator  was  buried  here  also.  Since  Predappio  is  a  place  of  
pilgrimage for Italian fascists. Assembly on the occasion of the 90th anniversary of the 10/28/2012 
so-called "March on Rome" was. This operetta coup lasted from 27 to 31 October 1922 and meant 
the transfer of power to the elites of the Italian Fascist Party and its paramilitary Squadri.
This stylized as a military coup, "March on Rome" was more like an operetta elevator as a real 
threat to the former political system in Italy. He ended with the King Vittorio Emanuele III. to sign  
instead of a decree a state of emergency and use the military against the 20,000 to 30,000 poorly 
armed Squadristi, Benito Mussolini officially commissioned with the formation of the government. 
Mussolini himself had not attended this march of statists at Civitavecchia, and Monterotondo Tivoli  
near Rome. He had remained in Milan, in the case that the racketeering provocation would be 
punished to be able to flee to Switzerland.
About Mussolini the King said, "The man knows what he wants and will not resign so soon." The 
approval  of the king used the fascists in the coming years to build with  violence and terror a  
dictatorship, a imperial war in North Africa to lead to hundreds of thousands murdered civilians, 
smashing on the side of Franco's Spain, the Spanish Republic, and finally on as an ally of Nazi  
Germany is second To participate World War.
In the last 20 years under the various governments led by Silvio Berlusconi, one taboo of fascism 
has taken place. It is not surprising that this year in Predappio, Milan and many other cities turned 
out the memory of the transfer of power in 1922 to the Italian fascists larger than normal
One of the main actors of Predappio - known right-wing priest Father Giulio Tam was a former 
member of the ultra-conservative Society of St. Pius. According to the press service of the Society 
of St. Pius X, he should no longer be a member since 2001. For years, Tam's acclaimed speaker  
at rallies of the right-wing Forza Nuova, which was founded in 1997 by the late Massimo Morsello  
and Roberto Fiore.

"One wonders if Italy is still anti-fascist"
Interview with Carlo Smuraglia.
Smuraglia (89) is since April 2011 President of the Italian partisan association ANPI. He was previously 
Professor of Labor Law at the State University of Milan, PCI local councilor in Lombardy and sat from 1992 
to 2001 for the product derived from the KP Left Democrats in the Italian Senate.

The Italian partisan association ANPI warns currently in a national  campaign against  a  
relapse after the democratic consensus of 1945. How dramatic is the situation?
One has to wonder if Italy is really an anti-fascist country. I think that many people are anti-fascists 
and engaged accordingly - but in addition there are a lot of indifference and ignorance. Above all,  
there are also many people who miss the not only the Mussolini dictatorship, but could not cope 
with their wish to overthrow.
Only recently have made the mayor of Affile near Rome headlines when he build a memorial for  
the fascist general and governor Rodolfo Graziani who died in 1955. Even worse this scandal is  
the fact that there was almost no resistance, however.

Got the message of the anti-Fascist resistance lost?
Developing the attitude has reversed almost - thanks to the historical revisionism and denial of  
fascist crimes. The great contribution of the resistance against fascism for the liberation of our  
country has done is forgotten. Also forget is that under Mussolini  racial  laws existed, that the  
opposition was persecuted and that Italian fascists were involved in the massacre of German 
troops.

How do these shows forgetfulness in daily life?
An example: In Isernia actually seven young anti-fascists were sentenced to  1 350 euro fine, 
because they were protesting a meeting of the neo-fascist youth Federal Casa Pound. This was a 



peaceful  action,  but  they will  be placed in  the judgment to  the load,  they had sung after  the 
sending by the police, the partisan song "Bella Ciao". Given these judgments, we do not know any  
more, on what values this state is based actually.
Demonstrations by neo-fascists, however, are prohibited only rarely - and then only for reasons of 
public order. They also show that fascist symbols and gestures, the authorities are not interested. 
And  this  happens,  although  our  constitution  prohibits  all  forms  of  fascism  and  a  punishable 
offense. Also, racial discrimination is illegal since 1952.

How strong is the radical right at the time in Italy?
The neo-fascist MSI was in 1995 transformed into the more moderate "National Alliance" and 
merged in 2009 with the "Forza Italia" by Enrico Berlusconi to "People of Freedom" (PdL). She has  
no specific parliamentary factions more, but can also occur in unbound and unconventional. It so  
happens that the extreme right today even possession of such symbols as the portraits of Che 
Guevara. Or that they engage in the protests against the construction of the TAV-speed rail line 
from Lyon to Turin.

And how much their willingness to use force is pronounced?
This is considerable, though not as bad as the times of the "strategy of tension" in the 70s and 
early 80s, as the rights would provoke a military coup. According to official statistics, there were  
only in the second half of last year, 20 assaults on gays and immigrants. And there were as many 
attacks on offices of leftist parties and movements.

Earlier  this  month,  the  Stuttgart  public  prosecutor  has  closed  the  case  against  eight  
surviving former SS men. They were accused on 12 August 1944 have murdered in the  
Tuscan hill  town of Sant 'Anna di Stazzema 560 people, including at least 107 children.  
What do you say?
First, this is unbearable and secondly, a failure of both states. The investigations to this massacre 
have  been  systematically  blocked  in  Italy.  Just  think  of  the  "closet  of  shame",  which  was 
discovered in 1994 in the areas of military justice in Rome. It contained 695 investigation files - but  
had been turned to the wall with the door and came in more or less forgotten.

News from Member Federations

Open letter of the Bulgarian Antifascist Union (BAU) to Latvijas Republicas 
Saeima

The Bulgarian Antifascist Union calls the Latvijas Republicas Saeima to reject the proposal for 
reading the draft of the bill for the status of persons mobilized during the Second World War, be-
cause it is not in line with the historical facts and is unacceptable in terms of the prescriptions of 
the United Nations’ resolution for “Glorification of Nazism: inadmissibility of certain practices that 
contribute to fuelling contemporary forms of racism, racial discrimination, xenophobia and related 
intolerance”, adopted at the 67th session of UN. 

Such a bill contributes not only for the exposing of the barbarity of Hitlerism, which plunged the hu-
manity into death in blood and burned thousands of villages, but misrepresents the historical truth  
transforming executioners into victims. 

The world needs peace and reconciliation for the progress of all nations fighting against neo-fas-
cism and bowing to the millions of victims of the “Brown plague”. 

The rejection of reading of the draft will prove that the Latvijas Republicas Saeima respect to the 
historical truth and natural human dream for peace and justice. 

Chavdar Stoimenov, Chairman BAU



Remembrance of Spain Republic
On 2 November in Zurich a memorial plaque, 
honoring  the  Swiss  Fighters  for  the  Spain 
Republic was established. It is in the old part 
of the town at the house Neumarkt 5. Since 
1939  the  members  of  the  club  of  former 
Swiss Volunteers for Spain met in this house. 
The text reads:
"800 women and men fought in the Spanish  
Civil  War  (19136-1939)  as  a  volunteer  
against fascism, for democracy and freedom.  
200  of  them  have  lost  their  lives.  The  
repatriates have passed in this house to us -  
the  later  generations  -  the  culture  of  
international solidarity. " 

The  initiators  of  the  plaque  were  Bruno 
Kammerer (pictured) and Erich Schmid. The 
plaque was inaugurated in the presence of 
representatives of the city of Zurich and the 
Spanish Embassy.

Memorial  to  commemorate  the  passage  of 
the  XI  International  Brigade  march  through 
the  streets  of  Madrid  to  the  battle,  which 
lasted until the 8th November 1936. 

An important information for all member federations of FIR 

According to the statute of the organization the regular FIR-congress will be held every three 
years. Because we held our last regular congress 2010 in Berlin we have to organize this year 
the XVI Congress. Our Bulgarian comrades are working to prepare the congress in Sofia. The 
meeting will take place in the second half of the year. Once we have reliable information about 
the date and the location, we will notify all member associations officially. 
Already now we can inform that on the agenda of the congress will be following points: 
Political report and plans for future work, proposals for constitutional amendments, election of 
leading body. 
According to our statute only those member federations are entitled to vote at the congress  
which in recent years have paid their regular dues. Please think therefore the timely remittance 
of contributions and otherwise, the years for which the contribution applies. 

Support the political work of the International Federation of Resistance (FIR) - 
Association of Antifascist!

The political work of international anti-fascist organization requires large resources.
Since civil society organizations do not have national or institutional grants, the organization depends on 
contributions and donations.

Bankaccount: Postbank Berlin BLZ 100 100 10 , Kontonummer 543 054 107, Kontoinhaber: FIR 
Donations from foreign countries only with IBAN DE 04 1001 0010 0543 0541 07 SWIFT-BIC: PBNKDEFF



Obituary for our departed comrades
Santiago Carrillo (Spain)

The  Bulletin  of  the  Association  of  Former 
Political  Prisoners  in  Catalonia  (Catalan 
Associació  d  Expresos  politics  -  resistents 
antifeixistes) recognizes an extensive obituary 
in  the  fighter  for  the  Spanish  Republic,  and 
later  Secretary  of  the  Communist  Party  of 
Spain, who died in October 2012.
The  antifascists  Catalonia  describe  him as  a 
symbol  of  the struggle of the communists for 
the  restoration  of  freedom and democracy in 
Spain.  They  recalled  his  contribution  to 

overcoming  the  Francoist  regime  and  its 
association  with  anti-fascist  figures  such  as 
former  prisoners  of  the  concentration  camp 
Buchenwald Jorge Semprun.
Its  use  was  the  basic  conflict  between 
democracy and dictatorship and the imposition 
of political powers in the new constitution.
Until recently, he used for the enforcement of a 
new federal  system in Spain,  which  allowed a 
greater autonomy of the regions.

Rudolf Haunschmid (Austria)
On 7 Died December 2012 in Linz at the age of 
90  years  died  the  Austrian  resistance  fighters 
Rudolf  Haunschmid.  Haunschmid  formed  as 
anti-fascists at his workplace in nitrogen works 
an illegal resistance cell.  He was arrested and 
sentenced to prison. Then he was called up to 
the notorious penal battalion 999th When it was 
mobilized in spring 1943 in North Africa, his unit 
went complete in French prisoners of war. As an 
antifascist he enlisted voluntarily to serve in the 
French army and fought since November 1943 
as a soldier of the French army against the Hitler 
regime.  He  made  a  real  contribution  to  the 

liberation of his homeland and from fascism.
Since 1947 he was a member of the Association 
of  Concentration  Camp,  exercised  many 
functions and engaged with all his energies for 
the  interests  of  the  resistance  fighters  and 
victims of fascism and their survivors.
As a witness stepped Haunschmid tirelessly as 
a  reminder  against  fascism  and  war.  2008  a 
DVD of witnesses and Rudolf Haunschmid was 
published.
In 2009 he awarded the Golden Order of Merit of 
the Republic of Austria.

Robert Pincon - President of the Amicale Internationale Neuengamme
On 27 October 2012 at the age of 90 years died Robert Pinçon long-time President of the Amicale  
Internationale Neuengamme (AIN).  This  internationally awarded comrade decided for over  20 
years the fortunes of the merger of the associations of survivors and relatives of prisoners of 
Neuengamme concentration camp in Europe. His task was to preserve the memory of the horrors 
of the Nazi regime, the enforcement of a memorial and documentation center at Neuengamme 
and the commitment for a just and peaceful world.
On 25 February 1922 born Robert Pinçon involved as a graduate of the École Supérieure de 
Commerce de Paris in the resistance against the German occupation. After his refusal to recruit 
for forced labor service in Germany he lived since 1943 with false papers in the underground. On 
16 June 1944 he was arrested along with his mother. This was followed by interrogation and 
torture by the Gestapo, and on 31 July 1944, the deportation to the Neuengamme concentration 
camp, where he had to work with others in the clay pits and brickworks. As part of the clearance  
he escaped the bombing of the KZ-ships in the Bay of Lübeck, because he was one of the lucky  
ones  who  were  rescued  recently  by  the  Swedish  Red  Cross.  He  reached  on  3  May  1945 
Trelleborg - on the very day on which nearly 7,000 prisoners of Neuengamme in the demise of the  
"Cap Arcona" and "Thielbek" died.
Since 1970 dedicated Pinçon Robert, who as a member of the "Socialist Party" and held several  
local government functions, in the Amicale de Neuengamme. 1984, a year after his retirement, he 
became general secretary of the French Amicale. He was particularly involved in the fight against  
racism and historical  revisionism.  At  the congress of  the International  Amicale Neuengamme 
concentration camp, which was held in October 1990 in Marianske Lazne (Czechoslovakia), he 
was elected as president. This position he held until his death over 22 years.
At  his 90th Birthday Robert  Pinçon formulated the wish:  "The memory of the many dead and 
suffering during the Nazi regime to be kept alive - by the next generations."



Memorial for Sinti and Roma in Berlin
End of October 2012 was inaugurated in Berlin, the first memorial to the murdered in the Nazi  
era European Gypsies. The FIR and some of its member organizations were invited as guests  
of honor to this opening, on the German Chancellor said. We document the following excerpts  
from the speech by Dutch Sinto Zoni Weisz:

For me, as a survivor,  it  is  a  special  honor 
here today talking allowed - representative of 
the  hundreds of  thousands of  Gypsies  who 
perished  in  the  Nazi  Master  Race  to  the 
victim.
After  many  years  of  preparation  and  after 
many problems that had to be overcome, it is 
now  so  far.  At  this  wonderful  place  in  the 
heart  of  Berlin,  we  can  experience  the 
inauguration  of  our  memorial  to  the  Jews 
murdered by the Nazis and Gypsies. It is the 
designer,  the  Israeli  artist  Dani  Karavan 
managed to create a unique and interesting 
monument.
Unfortunately,  it is for many survivors of the 
Nazi horrors too late now, but for the few that 
it may live to see here, and for their families 
this  monument  in  my  eyes  a  sort  of 
reparation. It is a tangible recognition for our 
people-suffered from, incredible suffering.
Shortly  after  the  seizure  of  power  by  Hitler 
and  his  Nazi  thugs  1933  Gypsies  were 
deported  to  concentration  camps.  Because 
they were,  who they were,  Sinti  and Roma. 
Total madness!
It Sinti and Roma, but also endure the Jews 
badly, would was already clear. Step by step 
we have been robbed of all our rights.
We  have  identified,  registered,  isolated, 
deprived, deported and murdered.
A  pointless,  industrially  driven  murder  was 
that of defenseless, innocent people, hatched 
and carefully executed by fanatical Nazis and 
perhaps fanatical bureaucrats. Criminals who 
found a legitimate purpose in their race laws.

Half  a million Sinti  and Roma men,  women 
and  children  were  murdered  during  the 
Holocaust.  Nothing,  almost  nothing,  the 
company  has  learned  from  this  that  they 
would now handle other way with us.
Little, very little the world knows the genocide 
of Sinti and Roma. Even the Nuremberg trials 
were  discussed  only  summarily  about  the 
fate of the Sinti and Roma.
I  hope  that  with  the  inauguration  of  the 
monument of  the  -  what  I  call  -  "Forgotten 
Holocaust"  will  be  remembered  longer  and 
gets the attention it deserves.
We have to draw lessons from history. It can 
not  and  must  not  be,  that  our  loved  ones 
have  died  in  vain,  that  we  have  learned 
nothing  from  history.  We  have  the 
responsibility  to  create  the  conditions  that 
minorities can live in peace and security.

Ladies and gentlemen, this monument is also 
a  sign  of  hope.  Hope  that  everyone  - 
regardless  of  origin,  race  or  religion  has 
equal  rights  and  equal  opportunities.  Hope 
that these rights are in practice accepted and 
executed.  Hope  that  fascism,  racism,  anti-
Semitism  and  antiziganism  that  manifests 
itself in many countries again, do not assume 
the proportions as in the thirties of  the last 
century.  Hope  that  the  manifestations  of 
xenophobia  are  no  longer  tolerated  in  the 
future.  Hope  that  we  can  live  together  in 
peace, despite the large differences between 
cultures and peoples, and hope that we will 
respect each other again.
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